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1. Executive summary
This document describes the work done in WP52 regarding the development of user friendly and fully
documented R-based packages for statistical downscaling (focusing in s2d forecasts), as well as an
integration framework connecting these packages with the (observations, reanalysis and seasonal
reforecast) data provided by ECOMS-UDG and the verification R packages developed within the
ECOMS initiative (see Figure 1). This unique framework allows users from different sectors to easily
access seasonal forecasting data (typically surface variables), calibrating and/or downscaling (using
upper air information from large scale predictors) this data at a local level and validating the different
results (using observations). As shown in the worked examples described in this document, the whole
downscaling process requires only a few lines of code and it is fully reproducible and adaptable to
different regions, since the necessary data is available for all ECOMS users1 and the R packages2 are
freely available.

Figure 1. Illustrative scheme describing the integrated framework for data access, downscaling and validation, showing the
different packages developed within SPECS and EUPORIAS. SPECS WP52 has contributed to the development of the
downscaling packages and the integration framework (Deliverable 52.2) and has collaborated in the development of the data
access ECOMS-UDG component.

As a result of this work, the products delivered in Deliverable 52.2 are:
1. The packages downscaleR, esd and ecomsUDG.Raccess, allowing and end-to-end approach
for s2d downscaling.
2. An integration framework connecting the downscaling and validation efforts and R packages,
so all can be transparently used with the same data structures.
3. Comprehensive documentation of the downscaling (Anex 1) and verification (Anex 2)
processes in the form of vignettes included as documentation in the R packages. This
maximizes the dissemination of activities.

1
2

The datasets and variables available are listed at http://www.meteo.unican.es/ecoms-udg/dataserver/catalog
esd is available at https://github.com/metno/esd, downscaleR at https://github.com/SantanderMetGroup/downscaleR
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2. Project objectives
With this deliverable, the project has contributed to the achievement of the following objectives (see
DOW Section B.1.1.2):

No.
1.

Objective
To achieve an objective exhaustive evaluation of current forecast
quality from dynamical, statistical, and consolidated systems to
identify the factors limiting s2d predictive capability

Yes
X

No

2.

To test specific hypotheses for the improvement of s2d predictions,
including novel mechanisms responsible for high-impact events
using a process-based verification approach

X

3.

To develop innovative methods for a comprehensive forecast
quality assessment, including the maximum skill currently
attainable

X

4.

To facilitate the integration of multidimensional observational data
of the atmosphere-ocean-cryosphere-land system as sources of
initial conditions, and to validate and calibrate climate predictions

X

5.

To achieve an improved forecast quality at regional scales by
better initialising the different components, an increase in the
spatial resolution of the global forecast systems and the
introduction of important new process descriptions
To assess the best alternatives to characterise and deal with the
uncertainties in climate prediction from both dynamical and
statistical perspectives for the increase of forecast reliability

X

6.

X

7.

To achieve reliable and accurate local-to-regional predictions via X
the combination and calibration of the information from different
sources and a range of state-of-the-art regionalisation tools

8.

To illustrate the usefulness of the improvements for specific
applications and develop methodologies to better communicate
actionable climate information to policy-makers, stakeholders and
the public through peer-reviewed publications, e-based
dissemination tools, multi-media, examples for specific
stakeholders (energy and agriculture), stakeholder surveys,
conferences and targeted workshops

X

9.

To support the European contributions to WMO research initiatives
on s2d prediction such as the GFCS and enhance the European
role on the provision of climate services according to WMO
protocols by creating examples of improved tailored forecastbased products for the GPCs and participating in their transfer to
worldwide RCCs and NHMSs.

X
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3. Detailed report on the deliverable

3.1 Introduction
The present document describes the work done in WP52 (deliverable D52.2, within Task 52.1:
statistical downscaling for seasonal predictions) to develop a fully documented and public R package
(R Core Team, 2015) for statistical downscaling, focusing on seasonal forecasting. The package has
been conceived and designed as a compact and user-friendly tool, providing efficient implementations
not only for a variety of downscaling techniques, but also for a number of collateral tasks (including
data access, homogenization, collocation and sub-setting), thus enhancing the usability of the
package. The design and functionalities of the package have followed the results of a previous study
(deliverable D52.13), where a review of the state-of-the-art of statistical downscaling methods was
performed and the typical needs and requirements of users were identified.
Statistical downscaling is based on empirical relationships established between the target (local)
predictand (e.g. observed precipitation in Santander) and a set of appropriate large-scale predictors
(model output), either from a reanalysis (in the perfect-prognosis, PP, approach) or seasonal
predictions (model output statistics, MOS, approach). These relationships, entailing a temporal
correspondence between the predictors and the predictand, can be established using a variety of
techniques (ranging from analogs and weather types to regression and CCA), and consider different
temporal scales (daily, monthly or seasonal). To cover such a range of possibilities, two R packages
have been developed in SPECS, downscaleR (Santander MetGroup, 2015a) and esd (Benestad et al.,
2015a), mostly focusing on the daily and seasonal temporal scales, respectively. Moreover, a number
of functions have been developed to bridge the data structures between both packages and allowing
for a seamless integration with the ECOMS User Data Gateway (ECOMS-UDG4) data repository
(which includes observations and the surface and upper level data from reanalysis and seasonal
reforecasts needed for the downscaling process).
ECOMS-UDG has been developed as part of the activities in the EUPORIAS and SPECS projects —
within the ECOMS initiative,— in order to facilitate the homogenized access to a number of state-ofthe-art datasets (ERA-Interim, System4, CFSv2, WATCH) for users and stakeholders. The seamless
integration of downscaleR and esd with ECOMS-UDG has been achieved by developing a userfriendly R package for homogenized data access (ECOMS.Raccess package; Santander Meteorology
Group, 2015b), which allows retrieving remote data from ECOMS-UDG following data structures
compatible with esd and downscaleR. SPECS WP52 has also contributed to the development of
ECOMS-UDG by including the datasets (reanalysis datasets) and upper level variables (standard
predictors) required for statistical downscaling. This work and the current status of the available data
are described in Sec. 3.2.
Section 3.3 describes the main characteristics of the downscaling packages. A practical worked
example illustrating the integration of downcaleR, esd and ECOMS-UDG to perform downscaling over
North-Eastern Brazil (one of the pilot case studies for downscaling in SPECS) is included as an
appendix of this deliverable (this has been produced as a standard R vignette, so it can be added to
the package distributions). The vignette covers all aspects involved in the downscaling process,
starting with homogenized data access from the ECOMS-UDG, and following with typical approaches
for statistical downscaling covering the different possibilities, from PP downscaling at a daily scale
using analogs to MOS downscaling at a seasonal scale using regression. The code needed for the
whole process is compact and intuitive (a few tens of lines), so this example can be easily replicated
and adapted for other regions and case studies (the packages are public, the data is accessed
remotely and the full code is provided, thus ensuring its reproducibility). It is therefore straightforward
3
4

http://www.specs-fp7.eu/sites/default/files/u1/SPECS_D52.1.pdf
http://www.meteo.unican.es/ecoms-udg
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to calibrate (e.g. find the optimal predictors for the target variable) and apply the statistical methods to
global hindcast data from state-of-the-art operational seasonal forecast models.
Finally, an interface has been also developed to connect the results of the downscaling packages with
the verification tools developed in SPECS (easyVerfication and specsVerification), thus allowing for an
appropriate verification of the results within the same framework. This is described in Sec. 3.4.
These activities have been performed in collaboration with (and have contributed to) other
international statistical downscaling activities, such as the VALUE5 EU-funded COST action and the
WCRP-sponsored CORDEX-ESD6 international initiative. For instance, different statistical
downscaling methods defined from the downscaleR and esd packages have contributed to the intercomparison study being performed within the VALUE initiative, the most comprehensive to date
validation of statistical downscaling methods (for climate change applications; see Maraun et al. 2015
for more details).

3.2 Data management activities (ECOMS-UDG)
Statistical downscaling requires the use different sources of data, including observations (local station
data or gridded observational datasets), and surface and upper air variables from reanalysis and
seasonal reforecasts. Data access, post-processing, homogenization and transformation are among
the most time consuming and error prone tasks in typical statistical downscaling applications.
Therefore, data management is a key component of the statistical downscaling packages within
SPECS, which include user-friendly tools for homogeneous data access for both local and remote
data (via OPeNDAP). In particular, a R package has been developed to allow for a seamless
integration with the ECOMS-UDG data repository, developed as part of the activities in the
EUPORIAS and SPECS projects –within the ECOMS initiative,– in order to facilitate the homogenized
remote access to the different available datasets (WATCH, ERA-Interim, System4, CFSv2).
The development of the ECOMS User Data Gateway (ECOMS-UDG) was conceived as a transversal
activity in SPECS and EUPORIAS projects (by the Santander MetGroup, CSIC and University of
Cantabria) in order to gather and distribute a selection of existing state-of-the-art seasonal forecasting
products. The impact of the length of the hindcast in the validation results has been recently analyzed
by Shi et al. (2015), showing a high skill variability for relatively short forecast datasets (20 years).
Therefore, ECOMS-UDG initially focused on those products with the longest hindcasts available:
•

5
6

The ECMWF System4 hindcast covers the period 1981-2010 (30 years). It became
operational in November 2011. The corresponding hindcast is archived in the Meteorological
Archival and Retrieval System (MARS), the main data repository at the ECMWF, as a colection
of GRIB-1 files at 0.75º spatial resolution. Three different hidcasts are available:
o System4_seasonal_15: There are twelve initializations (hereafter called runtimes) per
year (the first of January, February, ...), each with 15 members running for 7 months
(hereafter called simply times). Period: 1981-2010.
o System4_seasonal_51: There are only four runtimes per year (the first of February,
May, August and November), each with 51 members running for 7 months. Period:
1981-2010.
o System4_annual_15: There are four runtimes per year each with 15 members, but the
forecasts run for 13 months. Period: 1981-2010.

http://www.value-cost.eu
http://www.cordex.org
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The above datasets allow exploring the impact of the ensemble size (15 and 51) in the
validation results (e.g. analyzing the impact in the reliability) and allow also exploring long lead
times (12 month runs).
•

The NCEP CFS version 2 seasonal forecasting model became in March 2011. The
corresponding retrospective CFSv2 forecast dataset comprises the period 1982-2010 and is
stored in the NOMADS server as a collection of GRIB-2 files at 1º spatial resolution. The
hindcast is formed by four initializations (4 cycles) from every 5th day (thus providing on
average 24 members per month) running for 9 months.

Initially, daily data for surface variables of interest (after a survey of users needs in both SPECS and
EUPORIAS) was directly obtained from the data providers and included in the ECOMS-UDG.
Recently, as part of the collaboration with SPECS WP52, new variables (upper air variables typically
used as predictors for statistical downscaling) and datasets (reanalysis) have been included in
ECOMS-UDG to facilitate the statistical downscaling activities. The current list of available variables
and datasets can be consulted at http://www.meteo.unican.es/ecoms-udg/dataserver/catalog (see
Figure 2).
Moreover, in order to integrate the data in ECOMS-UDG with the downscaling tools developed in
SPECS, the R package ecomsUDG.Raccess was developed. This package provides remote access
to ECOMS-UDG from R in a straightforward way, using the loadECOMS function. Argument names
are intuitive, and the function has been conceived thinking in the needs of the downscaling and impact
research communities, being simple to obtain spatio-temporal slices for particular spatial domains,
forecast times, seasons and years. The philosophy behind loadECOMS is to be as simple as possible
and to provide just what it is needed, thus avoiding subsequent steps in data preprocessing
(collocation in time and space, homogenization, transformation, etc.), resulting in a more efficient data
handling. The main characteristics and dependencies of the R package are next summarized.
•

ecomsUDG.Raccess (Package overview, Code)
o Project of reference: SPECS
o Authorship: Santander MetGroup, CSIC-University of Cantabria (Spain)
o Current stable release: 2.2-6 (27 Jan 2015)
o Main dependencies:
! downscaleR: R package for climate data analysis and statistical downscaling
(Package overview, Code)
! netCDF-Java API: The NetCDF-Java Library is a Java interface to NetCDF files,
as well as to many other types of scientific data formats.

This package allows integrating the downscaling and validation developments done in ECOMS with
the ECOMS-UDG data (see Figure 1). The use of this package is illustrated in the two worked out
examples included as annexes of this document.
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Figure 2. Snapshot of the catalog of datasets and variables available from ECOMS-UDG (30/10/2015). Different codes are
used for different temporal aggregations (DM, daily mean, DX/DN daily máximum/mínimum, 6h six-hourly data, etc.) The
bottom panel shows the new upper air variables used as predictors for downscaling applications, added to ECOMS-UDG as
part of the WP52 activities.
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3.3 The statistical downscaling R packages downscaleR and esd
The downscaling packages downscaleR (Santander MetGroup, 2015a) and esd (Benestad et al.,
2015a) have been conceived and designed as compact and user-friendly tools, providing efficient
implementations not only for a variety of downscaling methods, representative of the different
downscaling approaches and techniques described in the previous review study performed in D52.17,
but also for a number of collateral tasks (including data access, homogenization, collocation and subsetting). The use of the packages for a practical case study is described with worked examples (in the
form of a package vignette) for an example application over NE Brazil, a pilot region in SPECS. This
format ensures i) full reproducibility of the examples and ii) straightforward adaptation to new
regions/datasets for the development of new experiments. The resulting document constitutes a user
guide document for the use of the downscaling packages in practical case studies, including also
recommendations for good practises. This document is included as an annex of this report and should
be consider the reference practical guide for ECOMS users:
M. Iturbide, J. Bedia, J.M. Gutiérrez, A. Mezghani and R. Benestad (2015) Integration of
downscaleR and esd R packages for statistical downscaling: A worked example for seasonal
forecasting in Brazil.
The main characteristics and dependencies of the R package are next summarized.
•

downscaleR (Package overview, Code)
o Project of reference: SPECS
o Authorship: Santander MetGroup, CSIC-University of Cantabria (Spain)
o Current stable release(D52.2): 0.9-0
o Main dependencies:
! NetCDF-Java Library
! JRE v. >=7
! downscaleR.java (v>=1.0-0)
o Citation: Santander Meteorology Group (2015). downscaleR: Climate data manipulation
and statistical downscaling. R package version 0.9-0.
https://github.com/SantanderMetGroup/downscaleR/wiki
Description of the main capabilities:
Allows loading climate and weather data into R and performs climate data analysis and
visualization, including model calibration (bias correction, qq-mapping...), and Perfect
Prognosis (PP) and Model Output Statistics (MOS) statistical downscaling. Focused on daily
data, the package is conceived for dealing with multi-member data.
Data preprocessing
The use of NcML file allows (all without the need of altering the original files):
• Metadata to be added, deleted, and changed
• Variables to be renamed, added, deleted and restructured
• Data from multiple CDM files to be combined (aka "aggregated"),
Data loading

7

http://www.specs-fp7.eu/sites/default/files/u1/SPECS_D52.1.pdf
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It can read many scientific file formats besides netCDF (see a complete list8), known as CDM
files ('Common Data Model'):
• either as single files or wrapped (“aggregated”) via a NcML catalog,
• either locally or remotely via OpEN-DAP in a user-transparent way.
In regards with station data, can read "standard" ASCII files (observations format as defined in
the European coordinated COST Action VALUE, http://www.value-cost.eu/)
Data homogenization
Returns standardized information on the dataset (variables, levels, units, etc.). Homogenization
can be attained via a 'dictionary', a look-up table that contains conversions from dataset
specific names to standard names and units defined in a 'vocabulary' (based on the CF
metadada convention).
Temporal aggregation
Can aggregate hourly data into daily data or/then daily data into monthly data on-the-fly and in
a flexible way (different aggregation functions can be used at each step)
Data pre-processing for downscaling
Can interpolate to a common grid. Supported methods are bilinear and nearest neighbour.
Flexible principal component/EOF analysis and nearest neighbour selection.
Downscaling
Bias correction/adjustment: several popular methods and variants implemented, including
debiasing, scaling, delta method and several forms of quantile-quantile mapping (empirical,
parametric, extrapolation options, user-defined moving window, etc.). These techniques were
developed mainly in EUPORIAS as a collaboration work.
Perfect Prognosis (PP) and Model Output Statistics (MOS) statistical downscaling,
focusing on daily data and including most of the standard techniques: analogs and weather
typing, regression (both linear models, LMs, and Generalized Linear Models, GLMs).
A full description and documentation of the use of the package is provided in the corresponding wiki of
the GitHub repository: https://github.com/SantanderMetGroup/downscaleR/wiki

•

8

esd (Package overview, Code)
o Project of reference: SPECS
o Authorship: Met.no
o Current stable release(D52.2): 1.0
o Main dependencies:
! ncdf
! zoo
! R (>=2.10.0)
o Citation: R.E. Benestad, A. Mezghani, and K.M. Parding. esd: Climate analysis and
empirical-statistical downscaling (ESD) package for monthly and daily data., 2015a.
URL http://rcg.gvc.gu.se/edu/esd.pdf. R package version 0.9-6.

http://www.unidata.ucar.edu/software/thredds/current/netcdf-java/reference/formats/FileTypes.html
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Description of the main capabilities:
Allows loading climate and weather data into R and performs climate data analysis and
visualization. Allows retrieving and manipulating large samples of meteorological, climate and
model data from various sources. Searching, dissecting and displaying the information in the
data. Allows empirical-statistical downscaling of climate information.
Data preprocessing
It contains a set of different methods for handling and processing data and model results:
subsetting; re-gridding; spatial and temporal aggregations; transformations and conversions;
etc. All the processes, are designed to leave a ‘stamp’ that shows how the objects have been
created and is saved in the ‘history’ attribute of an object.
Data loading
It can handle station data, gridded data, and (storm) trajectories, and has two main methods for
retrieving:
• ‘station’: for obtaining historical climate data by querying various web portals.
• ‘retrieve’: designed to read data from NetCDF files following the standard Climate and
Forecast (‘CF’) conventions and ordered on a longitude-latitude grid.
It is also possible to read data using the R-built in functions and convert it to esd data format.
Transformations and conversions
A range of transformations between different type of objects can be done with the ‘esd’
extension of the ‘as’ method.
Data pre-processing for downscaling
Re-gridding, sub-setting, aggregation, computing empirical orthogonal functions (EOFs) and
principal component analysis (PCA) for stations and gridded data on (ir)regular grids.
Downscaling
Multiple linear regression models using step-wise screening and common EOFs as basis
functions. The predictand can be a station data (‘station’ class), groups of stations (‘pca’),
gridded data (‘eof’), or trajectory statistics. The strategy consists in downscaling seasonal or
annual mean statistics, rather than monthly and daily.
Evaluation, assessment & validation
Provides a range of different approaches for the evaluation of ’esd’ results depending on the
type of objects: diagnostics of common EOFs; cross-validation of DS results; combined fields,
MVR, and CCA results, etc.
A full description and documentation of the use of the package is provided in the corresponding wiki of
the GitHub repository: https://github.com/metno/esd
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Moreover, a number of functions have been developed to bridge the data structures between both
packages and allowing for a seamless integration with ECOMS-UDG. Furthermore, an interface has
been also developed to connect the results of the downscaling packages with the verification tools
developed in SPECS (specsVerification) and EUPORIAS (easyVerfication), as described in the
following section.

3.4 Integration with the validation R packages
The SpecsVerification package has been developed in the framework of the SPECS project
(Deliverable D21.1) including new methods for s2d forecast evaluation. Recently, as part of the
activities in EUPORIAS, MeteoSwiss has developed a wrapper of the SpecsVerification package
(called easyVerification) allowing running different validation functions from SpecsVerification with a
uniform input. Moreover, as a result of a collaboration between CSIC (SPECS WP52) and MeteoSwiss
(EUPORIAS) these two packages have been integrated with ecomsUDG.Raccess, allowing to easily
compute any of the validation scores included in SpecsVerification for a particular hindcast and
variable using a few R commands. This integration provides the basis for the data access –
downscaling – validation framework shown in Figure 1. In particular, some worked examples of endto-end validation are described in the document "verification of seasonal forecasts from the ECOMS
User Data Gateway: A worked example", by J. Bedia and J. Bhend (vignette of the easyVerification
and ecomsUDG.Raccess packages, included at the end of this document) and produced as part of the
activities of SPECS WP52.
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Author, (year), “Title”
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6. Efforts for this deliverable
How many person-months have been used up for this deliverable?
Partner

Person-months
(actual)

CSIC

12 PMs

MET.NO
Total

7 PMs
19 PMs

Personmonths
(in-kind)

Period covered

Months 6-36
Months 6-36
Months 6-36

7. Sustainability
Lessons learnt and links built with other WPs, and synergies created with other projects

The activities undertaken in this deliverable have been coordinated with other activities of both SPECS
and EUPORIAS packages, is particularly with EUPORIAS WP21 (downscaling, where most of the bias
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correction techniques of downscaleR were developed, complementing the PP and MOS techniques
developed in SPECS in this deliverable) and SPECS WP21 (validation).
Synergies for the further development of these ideas have been established with the EU-COST action
and the VALUE (http://www.value-cost.eu) and with the CORDEX-ESDM (http://www.cordex.org).
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1

Introduction

One of the main goals of SPECS WP5.2 (http://specs-fp7.eu) is the development and documentation
of a public stand-alone package suitable for the direct application of statistical downscaling techniques
to global seasonal predictions by stakeholders. Statistical downscaling is based on empirical relationships
established between the target predictand (local data, based on observations) and a set of large-scale predictors (model output), either from reanalysis data (in the perfect-prognosis, PP, approach) or seasonal
predictions (model output statistics, MOS, approach). These relationships entail a temporal correspondence between the predictors and the predictand and can be established using a variety of techniques
(ranging from analogs and weather types to regression and CCA), and consider different temporal scales
(daily, monthly or seasonal).
To cover such a range of possibilities, two R (R Core Team, 2015) packages have been developed
in SPECS, downscaleR (Santander MetGroup, 2015) and esd (Benestad et al., 2015), focusing on the
daily and monthly/seasonal temporal scales respectively. Moreover, a number of functions have been
developed, bridging the data structures between both packages, allowing for a seamless integration of
both tools between each other, and also with the user-friendly R interface developed for data access and
forecast evaluation. Moreover, in addition to the downscaling capabilities developed in SPECS, a number
of (distributional) Bias Correction (BC) techniques have been also implemented in downscaleR as part
of a collaborative process with the EUPORIAS project, resulting in a comprehensive package for bias
correction and downscaling for the ECOMS community (see SPECS Deliverable 52.2 for more details).
In this document we illustrate the integration of both downscaling packages through a worked example for downscaling precipitation over North-Eastern Brazil (one of the pilot case studies for downscaling
in SPECS) using homogenized observations, reanalysis and seasonal forecasting data provided by the
ECOMS User Data Gateway1 through the ecomsUDG.Raccess package (Santander Meteorology Group,
2015). The examples cover the different possibilities, from PP downscaling at a daily scale to MOS downscaling at a seasonal scale, and can be easily replicated and adapted for other case studies (the packages
are public and the full code is provided ensuring its reproducibility). It is therefore straightforward to
apply the statistical methods available to global hindcast data from state-of-the-art operational seasonal
forecast models (standard predictors for System4 and ERA-Interim have been included in ECOMS-UDG
and are publicly available to the ECOMS community).

1.1

Installing the packages

The ecomsUDG.Raccess2 , downscaleR3 and esd4 packages are publicly available from their respective
GitHub repositories. For simplicity, the recommended installation procedure is to use the install github
command from the devtools R package. More details on the package installation process, as well as
some advice regarding the most common installation problems can be found at the ECOMS-UDG wiki.
if (!require(devtools)) install.packages("devtools")
devtools::install_github(c("SantanderMetGroup/downscaleR.java",
"SantanderMetGroup/downscaleR.git",
"SantanderMetGroup/ecomsUDG.Raccess",
"metno/esd"))
Once installed, the packages cam be loaded:
library(ecomsUDG.Raccess)
library(downscaleR)
library(esd)
## Loading required package:
## Loading required package:
## Loading required package:

downscaleR
rJava
downscaleR.java

1

ECOMS-UDG wiki, http://meteo.unican.es/ecoms-udg
https://github.com/SantanderMetGroup/ecomsUDG.Raccess
3
https://github.com/SantanderMetGroup/downscaleR
4
https://github.com/metno/esd
2

2

##
##
##
##

NetCDF Java Library v4.6.0-SNAPSHOT (23 Apr 2015) loaded and ready
Loading required package: maps
downscaleR version 0.8-3 (28-Sep-2015) is loaded
ecomsUDG.Raccess version 4.1-0 (08 Sep 2015) is loaded
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Loading data from ECOMS-UDG

Statistical downscaling requires the use of different sources of data, including observations (local station
data or gridded observational datasets), and reanalysis and seasonal reforecasts. Data access, postprocessing, homogenization and transformation are among the most time consuming and error prone
tasks in typical statistical downscaling applications. Therefore, data management is a key component of
the statistical downscaling packages within SPECS, which include user-friendly tools for homogeneous
data access for both local and remote data (via OPeNDAP). Moreover, a number of functions have been
developed, allowing for a seamless integration with the ECOMS-UDG data repository, developed as part
of the activities in the EUPORIAS and SPECS projects —within the ECOMS initiative,— in order
to facilitate the homogenized access to a number of state-of-the-art datasets (ERA-Interim, System4,
CFSv2, WATCH) for users and stakeholders.
The R package ecomsUDG.Raccess (http://meteo.unican.es/ecoms-udg/RPackage) provides remote access to the ECOMS-UDG datasets through the loadECOMS function, including also preprocessing
tools for data collocation in time and space, homogenization and transformation (EOF analysis, Weather
Types, etc.) .

2.1

Access authorization

ECOMS-UDG includes public and private data with different terms of use. Therefore, users must register
by filling the required information, including the user, password, email address, institution and intended
usage (http://meteo.unican.es/ecoms-udg/dataserver/registration). An automatic email will be
send upon registration to the indicated email address to active the account (check the spam folder).
Then, the user can login and request access to the different datasets. User login can be performed from
R using the loginECOMS UDG function.
loginECOMS_UDG(username = "myuser", password = "mypswrd")

2.2

Loading observations (WFDEI)

WFDEI is a pseudo observational dataset providing global daily information on a 0.5◦ regular grid for
a number of surface variables, including precipitation (Weedon et al., 2011). This dataset is freely
available upon registration for all users of the ECOMS-UDG server (this dataset is included in the
PUBLIC DATA5 group of ECOMS-UDG). Data is loaded using the loadECOMS function by indicating
the appropriate codes for the dataset (dataset = "WFDEI") and the variable (var = "tp"). The variable
codes correspond to the common data vocabulary used in the ecomsUDG.Raccess and the downscaleR
packages (type help(vocabulary) for more info on data homogenization and the common vocabulary;
type help(loadECOMS) for more info).
In this example we retrieve daily precipitation amount from March to May (season=3:5), for a
rectangular domain of Brasil (lonLim = c(-60,-30) and latLim =c(-20,10)), and for the period 19812010. Note that in this case study we work with observational gridded data, but the downscaling functions
illustrated in the sections below can be applied to station data as well (e.g. the station data from the
VALUE project included as data in the downscaleR package6 ).
latLim
lonLim
season
period
5
6

<- c(-20,10)
<- c(-60,-30)
<- 3:5
<- 1981:2010

Consult the available variables and datasets at http://meteo.unican.es/ecoms-udg/dataserver/catalog
More details in the downscaleR wiki, https://github.com/SantanderMetGroup/downscaleR/wiki
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tpWFDEI <- loadECOMS(dataset = "WFDEI" , var = "tp",
lonLim = lonLim, latLim = latLim,
season = season, years = period)

##
##
##
##
##
##
##

[2015-07-31
[2015-07-31
[2015-07-31
[2015-07-31
[2015-07-31
[2015-07-31
[2015-07-31

14:27:54]
14:27:54]
14:27:54]
14:27:54]
14:27:54]
14:27:54]
14:28:05]

Defining homogeneization parameters for variable "tp"
Opening connection with the UDG..
Connected successfuly
Defining geo-location parameters
Defining time selection parameters
Retrieving data subset ...
Done

Apart from the results for the selected gridded domain, we also consider an illustrative target location
(tar.loc at -42.5◦ E, -3◦ N) in order to show the performance of the methods considering the temporal
series. Function plotMeanField in downscaleR aggregates the data along the time dimension (mean
function) for a quick inspection of the spatial pattern of a field. The output of this function applied to
the reference observations is next shown (Fig. 1).
# Generates Fig. 1
tar.loc <- c("x" = -42.5, "y" = -3)
plotMeanField(tpWFDEI)
points(tar.loc[1], tar.loc[2], cex = 2, pch = 17)
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Figure 1: Mean daily precipitation for the target season (MAM), period 1981-2010, as represented by
the WFDEI dataset.
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Perfect Prog (PP) downscaling with downscaleR

The package downscaleR focuses on daily data and provides tools to apply standard downscaling techniques (analogs/weather-typing and transfer functions) and (distributional) Bias Correction (BC) methods (linear scaling, quantile mapping). Downscaling methods are implemented in the function downscale
which takes as arguments the downscaling method (e.g. ‘analogs’,‘lm’,‘glm’) and the observations, predictors and simulated/test predictors. The method is calibrated using the observations and predictors
and it is later applied to the simulated/test predictors to obtain the predicted observed series. Further
additional arguments control the different options of the different techniques (e.g. the number of analogs
used, or the number of PCs to be used as predictors), but the default values (selection of the nearest
analog) will suffice for this example (more details in help(downscale)).
The experiments performed in subsequent sections use the calibration period 1981-1995 (for observations and predictors) and the test period 1996-2010.

3.1

Model calibration and (cross-)validation

The predictors in this PP downscaling experiment will be taken from the NCEP reanalysis, which is
publicly available upon registration for all users (this dataset is included in the PUBLIC DATA group of
ECOMS-UDG). Three variables, namely air pressure at sea level (var = psl), air temperature at 850mb
(var = "ta@850") and specific humidity at 850mb (var = "hus@850") are considered as predictors in
this example. Note again that the above codes correspond to the common data vocabulary used in the
ecomsUDG.Raccess and the downscaleR packages (help(vocabulary)).

3.1.1

Loading and preprocessing reanalysis data (NCEP/NCAR Reanalysis1)

NCEP reanalysis data is loaded using the loadECOMS function by indicating the appropriate codes for the
dataset (dataset = "NCEP") and the variables (var = "psl", var = "ta@850", or var = "hus@850").
Besides the predictors, total precipitation amount (var = "tp") is also loaded for comparison with observations (predictand). Note that apart from the georeferencing arguments (lonLim and latLim), other two
arguments are introduced (time = "DD", aggr.d = "sum"), indicating the required temporal resolution
of the data (daily, time = "DD") and the aggregation function to be applied to the original sub-daily 6h
aggr.dd = "sum"). The available variables and their original time resolution for the different datasets can
be consulted at http://meteo.unican.es/ecoms-udg/dataserver/catalog. Type help(loadECOMS)
for more info.
pslNCEP <- loadECOMS(dataset = "NCEP" , var = "psl",
lonLim = lonLim, latLim = latLim, season = season,
years = period, time = "DD", aggr.d = "mean")

##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##

[2015-07-31
[2015-07-31
[2015-07-31
[2015-07-31
[2015-07-31
NOTE: Daily
[2015-07-31
[2015-07-31

14:30:45] Defining homogeneization parameters for variable "psl"
14:30:46] Opening connection with the UDG..
14:30:59] Connected successfuly
14:31:00] Defining geo-location parameters
14:31:00] Defining time selection parameters
aggregation will be computed from 6-hourly data
14:31:01] Retrieving data subset ...
14:31:11] Done

taNCEP <- loadECOMS(dataset = "NCEP", var = "ta@850",
lonLim = lonLim, latLim = latLim, season = season,
years = period, time = "DD", aggr.d = "mean")

husNCEP <- loadECOMS(dataset = "NCEP" ,var = "hus@850",
lonLim = lonLim, latLim = latLim, season = season,
years = period, time = "DD", aggr.d = "mean")
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tpNCEP <- loadECOMS(dataset = "NCEP" ,var = "tp",
lonLim = lonLim, latLim = latLim, season = season,
years = period, time = "DD", aggr.d = "mean")
In order to efficiently handle three different grids with identical spatial and temporal extent, a special
data structure known as a multifield has been developed in downscaleR. The constructor is the function
makeMultiField:
NCEP <- makeMultiField(pslNCEP, taNCEP, husNCEP)
# Generates Fig. 2
plotMeanField(NCEP)
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Figure 2: NCEP reanalysis predictors used for model training.

3.1.2

Downscaling in cross-validation mode

In this section we illustrate the use of the downscale function to calibrate and test/validate statistical
downscaling methods on a daily basis using reanalysis data. The reanalysis dataset is split into train
(1981-1995) and test (1996-2010) subsets in order to calibrate and test/validate the downscaling methods.
This is the simplest case of data splitting, but other more complex cross-validation approaches can be
also applied (for instance k-fold cross-validation or leave-one-out set-ups). To this aim, the function
subsetField has been envisaged to perform data subsets along any of the dimensions of a field in a
straightforward manner. It is next illustrated by partitioning the data according to the training/test
periods (i.e., subsetting along the time dimension), using the years argument:
NCEP.train <- subsetField(NCEP, years = 1981:1995)
NCEP.test <- subsetField(NCEP, years = 1996:2010)
tpWFDEI.train <- subsetField(tpWFDEI, years = 1981:1995)
tpWFDEI.test <- subsetField(tpWFDEI, years = 1996:2010)
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In order to illustrate the range of possibilities of the downscaleR package, we consider two downscaling
methods (analogs and regression) illustrative of the different families of techniques7 . A full description
of the implementation of the downscaling techniques in downscaleR is available at http://github.com/
SantanderMetGroup/downscaleR/wiki.
The analogs method is one of the most popular downscaling techniques. Downscaling can be easily
performed with a single call to the function downscale, specifying the downscaling method (method =
"analogs"), the training data (for the observations obs and the predictors pred) and the simulation/test
predictor data (sim):
WFDEI.downscaled <- downscale(obs = tpWFDEI.train, pred = NCEP.train, sim = NCEP.test,
method = "analogs")

## [2015-10-28 16:21:04] Calculating analogs ...
## [2015-10-28 16:21:07] Done.

str(WFDEI.downscaled)

## List of 4
## $ Variable:List of 2
##
..$ varName: chr "tp"
##
..$ level : NULL
##
..- attr(*, "is_standard")= logi TRUE
##
..- attr(*, "units")= chr "mm"
##
..- attr(*, "longname")= chr "total precipitation amount"
##
..- attr(*, "verification_time")= chr "none"
## $ Data
: num [1:1380, 1:61, 1:61] 0 0 0 4.02 0 ...
##
..- attr(*, "dimensions")= chr [1:3] "time" "lat" "lon"
##
..- attr(*, "downscaling:method")= chr "analogs"
##
..- attr(*, "downscaling:simulation_data")= chr "NCEP"
## $ xyCoords:List of 2
##
..$ x: num [1:61] -59.8 -59.2 -58.8 -58.2 -57.8 ...
##
..$ y: num [1:61] -19.8 -19.2 -18.8 -18.2 -17.8 ...
##
..- attr(*, "projection")= chr "+proj=longlat +ellps=WGS84 +datum=WGS84 ...
## $ Dates
:List of 2
##
..$ start: chr [1:1380] "1996-03-01 12:00:00 GMT" "1996-03-02 12:00:00 GMT"...
##
..$ end : chr [1:1380] "1996-03-01 12:00:00 GMT" "1996-03-02 12:00:00 GMT"...
## - attr(*, "dataset")= chr "WFDEI"
## - attr(*, "source")= chr "ECOMS User Data Gateway"
The structure of the output corresponds to a field, similar to the predictand, but the attributes in
the $Data element indicate that this is the output of a downscaling method, and that the test data
correspond to NCEP.
Once the model has been calibrated and the local predictions generated, the results can be validated against the observational reference. In order to obtain a quick overview of the results, the function quickDiagnostics provides basic quantitative and graphical information of the results, at a daily
(type="daily") or inter-annual (type="interannual") level. Fig. 3 shows the output for the illustrative target location, where the daily time series of the simulation, the calibrated simulation and the
observation (black) and the percentile-percentile plot of the observed vs. downscaled series are depicted.
7

A review of statistical downscaling methods focusing on seasonal forecasting is available at http://www.
specs-fp7.eu/sites/default/files/u1/SPECS_D52.1.pdf
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# Generates Fig. 3
quickDiagnostics(tpWFDEI, tpNCEP, WFDEI.downscaled, location = tar.loc,
type = "daily")
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Figure 3: (a) Observed, raw predictions and downscaled time series. (b) QQ-plot of the observed vs. predicted
series. The target season is boreal spring (MAM) and the complete period (train + test) is 1981-2010.
Many other different verification metrics and plots can be obtained using downscaleR, or some of its
utilities linking it with other verification packages8 .
The main objective of statistical downscaling in a seasonal forecasting context is reproducing the
observed inter-annual variability. The quickDiagnostics function provides a quick outlook of this (type
= "interannual") by displaying the annual spatially averaged time series in the train and test period and
a map of interannual (Spearman) correlations in the test period, in order to provide an spatial overview
(Fig. 4).
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# Generates Fig. 4
quickDiagnostics(tpWFDEI, tpNCEP, WFDEI.downscaled, location = tar.loc,
type = "interannual")
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Figure 4: Summary of the analogs cross-validation downscaling results. (a) Time series of the interannual
correlation (rho = Spearman rank correlation coefficient) between observed, raw and downscaled predictions for a
selected point (location indicated in panel b). (b) Spatial pattern of the interannual correlation between observed
and downscaled predictions.
8

See for instance the worked examples for verification using downscaleR fields in combination with
the easyVerification package functions: http://meteo.unican.es/work/downscaler/wiki/docs/ecoms_
forecast_verification.pdf
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Generalized Linear Models (GLMs) is an alternative popular downscaling method for precipitation,
based on regression models. In the next example, we apply this method (method = "glm") using the
principal components (PCs) of the multifield considered as predictor in the example above. The
application of principal component analysis (PCA, a.k.a. EOF analysis) to the predictors is a standard
practice in atmospheric science, eliminating the large amount of redundant information while minimizing
the loss of variability, being therefore an efficient technique for reducing data dimensionality. Thus,
instead of using the NCEP multifield as predictor, we can perform a previous PCA on it and directly
apply its input in the downscaling functions as predictor.
pca.NCEP.train <- prinComp(NCEP.train, v.exp = .9)
str(pca.pred.train$COMBINED)
## List of 1
## $ :List of 2
##
..$ PCs : num [1:1380, 1:32] 8.7 7.36 8.32 9.16 12.27 ...
##
..$ EOFs: num [1:507, 1:32] -0.1235 -0.1085 -0.0858 -0.0683 -0.0547 ...
##
..- attr(*, "explained_variance")= num [1:32] 0.331 0.43 0.522 0.58 0.628 ...
In this case, the 90% of the explained variance is reached with 32 EOFs, however, only 15 will be
used for downscaling (n.eofs = 15)
WFDEI.downscaled.glm <- downscale(obs = tpWFDEI.train,
pred = pca.NCEP.train,
sim = NCEP.test,
method = "glm", n.eofs = 15)
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# Generates Fig. 5
quickDiagnostics(tpWFDEI, tpNCEP, WFDEI.downscaled.glm, location = tar.loc,
type = "interannual")
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Figure 5: Summary of the GLM cross-validation downscaling results. (a) Time series of the interannual correlation (rho = Spearman rank correlation coefficient) between observed, raw and downscaled
predictions for a selected point (location indicated in panel b). (b) Spatial pattern of the interannual
correlation between observed and downscaled predictions.

3.2

Downscaling Seasonal Forecasts

In this section, the statistical downscaling methods trained in the previous section using reanalysis data
are applied to seasonal forecast model outputs (namely the System4 seasonal hindcast of 15 members)
for Spring season (MAM). Thus, the same NCEP reanalysis predictors as in Sec. 3.1.1 will be used for
model calibration, but seasonal predictions from System4 will be used as simulation/test predictors, thus
incorporating a new dimension (the member dimension) in the analysis.
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3.2.1

Loading seasonal forecasting data (ECMWF-System4)

Seasonal forecasting data from the System4 model of 15 members (dataset = "System4 seasonal 15"
is loaded for the same variables previously loaded in section 3.1.1:
tpS4 <- loadECOMS(dataset = "System4_seasonal_15",
var = "tp", lonLim = lonLim, latLim = latLim,
season = season, years = period)

##
##
##
##
##
##
##

[2015-07-31
[2015-07-31
[2015-07-31
[2015-07-31
[2015-07-31
[2015-07-31
[2015-07-31

14:33:14]
14:33:14]
14:33:15]
14:33:15]
14:33:15]
14:33:15]
14:35:44]

Defining homogeneization parameters for variable "tp"
Opening connection with the UDG..
Connected successfuly
Defining geo-location parameters
Defining initialization time parameters
Retrieving data subset ...
Done

Note that the original time resolution of the variables next loaded is 6-h. In this case, daily mean
aggregation is performed on-the-fly using the appropriate arguments of the loadECOMS functions (time
and aggr.d):
pslS4 <- loadECOMS(dataset = "System4_seasonal_15",
var = "psl", lonLim = lonLim, latLim = latLim,
season = season, years = period,
time = "DD", aggr.d = "mean")

taS4 <- loadECOMS(dataset = "System4_seasonal_15",
var = "ta@850", lonLim = lonLim, latLim = latLim,
season = season, years = period,
time = "DD", aggr.d = "mean")

husS4 <- loadECOMS(dataset = "System4_seasonal_15" ,
var = "hus@850", lonLim = lonLim, latLim = latLim,
season = season, years = period,
time = "DD", aggr.d = "mean")
The downscaling functions in downscaleR are able to efficiently handle multimember fields in the
same way as ordinary fields are handled, without added complexity from the user point of view (e.g.,
no need for looping over members). However, a perfect spatial matching between predictors and model
simulations is required prior to downscaling. In this example, test data is interpolated to the grid of
NCEP using the downscaleR’s function interpData in combination with the utility getGrid.
husS4 <- interpData(husS4, new.Coordinates = getGrid(NCEP))
pslS4 <- interpData(pslS4, new.Coordinates = getGrid(NCEP))
taS4 <- interpData(taS4, new.Coordinates = getGrid(NCEP))
Next the multifield of predictors is constructed:
S4 <- makeMultiField(pslS4, taS4, husS4)
The spatial pattern of the S4 multifield is shown in Fig. 6, and can be compared with the same plot
corresponding to the NCEP data (Fig. 2, Sec. 3.1.1) to see the slightly different climatologies of the
predictor variables. Therefore, some kind of post-processing is necessary in order to harmonize the two
different data sources (reanalysis and seasonal forecasts).
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# Generates Fig. 6
plotMeanField(S4)
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Figure 6: Multimember multifield (ensemble mean is shown) corresponding to the System4 seasonal 15
members hindcast (MAM, 1981-2010).

3.2.2

Postprocessing: Monthly correction of the data

The subsetField method is used to extract the data for the test period. Optionally, the simulation
data can be bias-corrected to match the climatological monthly means of the NCEP predictor data. This
operation is undertaken by the function rescaleMonthlyMeans:
S4.test <- subsetField(S4, years = 1996:2010)
S4.ref <- subsetField(S4, years = 1981:1995)
S4.test.rescaled <- rescaleMonthlyMeans(pred = NCEP.train, sim = S4.test, ref = S4.ref)
The effect of the monthly rescaling of the test data on the spatial pattern of the test S4 fields is
displayed in Fig. 7. For brevity, we show its effect on one of the variables of the multifield (relative
humidity at 850mb):
# Generates Fig. 7
par(mfrow = c(1,2))
plotMeanField(subsetField(S4.test, var = "hus"))
title(main = "(a) Uncorrected")
plotMeanField(subsetField(S4.test.rescaled, var = "hus"))
title(main = "(b) Rescaled")
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Figure 7: A comparison between the original (a) and monthly-corrected (b) fields of Specific humidity
at 850mb used for the downscaling model predictions.

3.2.3

Skill of the Direct Model Output

In order to illustrate the skill of the Direct Model Output (DMO), Fig. 8 shows the map of the interannual
correlation of the predicted System4 precipitation with the observed precipitation in the test period.
This can be directly generated with the quickDiagnostics function, this time omiting the downscaled
argument since this information has not been calculated yet. An interpolation to match the observations
grid is first performed using the interpData function:
tpS4.test <- subsetField(tpS4, years = 1996:2010)
# Interpolate S4 precipitation in the test period to the same grid as WFDEI
tpS4.test.in <- interpData(tpS4.test, getGrid(tpWFDEI))
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# Generates Fig. 8
quickDiagnostics(tpWFDEI.test, tpS4.test.in, type = "interannual", loc = tar.loc)
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Figure 8: Summary of the interannual correlation (rho = Spearman rank correlation coefficient) between
the raw System4 predictions (multimember mean) and the observed precipitation. (a) Time series of the
interannual correlation between observed and raw predictions for a selected point (location indicated in
panel b). (b) Spatial pattern of the interannual correlation between observed and raw System4 predictions.

3.2.4

Downscaling seasonal forecasts

In this section we consider the analogs method as an illustrative example, but the same process can be
easily followed for other downscaling techniques (such as the GLM model calibrated above). Downscaling
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performed considering two different possibilities 1) using the raw System4 predictors, and 2) using the
harmonized monthly-rescaled System4 predictors.
# Downscaling
analogs.S4 <- downscale(obs = tpWFDEI.train, pred = NCEP.train, sim = S4.test,
method = "analogs")
Next, we illustrate the daily time series and the plot of the quantiles for the first member (Fig. 9).
This figure can be easily produced by combining the functions subsetField and quickDiagnostics:
# Generates Fig. 9
tpS4one <- subsetField(tpS4, members = 1)
analogs.S4one <- subsetField(analogs.S4, members = 1)
quickDiagnostics(tpWFDEI, tpS4one, analogs.S4one, type = "daily", location = tar.loc)
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Figure 9: (a) Observed, raw simulation and downscaled time series. (b) QQ-plot of the observed vs.
downscaled series. The target season is boreal spring (MAM) and the period (train + test) is 1981-2010.
We also look at the interannual correlation between the observed and downscaled series (Fig. 10),
considering in this case the multimember:
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# Generates Fig. 10
quickDiagnostics(tpWFDEI, tpS4, analogs.S4, type = "interannual", loc = tar.loc)
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Figure 10: Summary of the downscaling results. (a) Interannual time series of the observed, and
seasonal forecast raw and downscaled data (for the location indicated in panel b). (b) Spatial pattern of
the interannual correlation.
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Figure 11 shows the downscaled results when using the monthly corrected predictors (as previously
calculated in Sec. 3.2.2). A quick comparison with Fig. 10 shows that slightly higher correlations are
obtained when using monthly mean harmonized data.
# Downscaling
analogs.S4.rescaled <- downscale(obs = tpWFDEI.train,
pred = NCEP.train,
sim = S4.test.rescaled,
method = "analogs")
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# Generates Fig. 11
quickDiagnostics(tpWFDEI, tpS4, analogs.S4.rescaled, tar.loc, "interannual")
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Figure 11: Summary of the downscaling results considering the monthly-corrected S4 simulation data.
(a) Time series of the interannual correlation (rho = Spearman rank correlation coefficient) between
observed, S4 raw and S4 downscaled predictions for a selected point (location indicated in panel b). (b)
Spatial pattern of the interannual correlation between observed and downscaled S4 predictions.
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4

Model Output Statistics (MOS) downscaling with esd

In this section we illustrate the application of the esd package with an application of MOS downscaling
approach to the seasonal accumulated precipitation (as characterized by two statistics: rainfall occurrence,
and mean precipitation for wet days). This method is applied to the same example and data as in the
previous example.

4.1

Bridging downscaleR and esd data formats

The same data loaded in the previous example can be used within the esd package after applying the
bridge function udg2esd, which converts downscaleR grids (e.g., as returned by the loadECOMS) to
esd fields. Thus, data obtained through the ecomsUDG.Raccess package or loaded in downscaleR by
loadGridData, for instance, can be converted into esd objects, and the other way around.
Next, we do the conversion of observations and S4 seasonal forecast data to the esd format:
esdWFDEI <- udg2esd(tpWFDEI) # observations
esdS4 <- udg2esd(tpS4) # seasonal forecast
# "esdS4" is a multimember (list)

4.2

Downscaling Seasonal Forecasts

Hereinafter we will use the functions in esd to downscale eof (Empirical Orthogonal Function) objects.
In this example, the annual mean and frequency of the precipitation are downscaled sepparately. Function annual is used to aggregate the data annually, afterwards the EOF function is computed prior to
downscaling.
# Annual mean
mWFDEI <- annual(esdWFDEI, FUN='wetmean')
# Annual frequency
fWFDEI <- annual(esdWFDEI, FUN='wetfreq')
# Make EOFs (data subsetting in esd is done with function subset)
## compute EOF on train period
eof.mWFDEI.train <- EOF(subset(mWFDEI, it = 1981:1995), n = 5)
eof.fWFDEI.train <- EOF(subset(fWFDEI, it = 1981:1995), n = 5)
The same operation is applied to S4 data using lapply to go through all the members. In this case,
we use a common EOF framework, this is, the EOFs are computed for the full period. Then, subsets
corresponding to the train and test periods are done, to use the first subset for calibration and the second
for prediction.
# Annual mean
eof.mS4 <- lapply(1:length(esdS4), function(i) {
mup <- annual(esdS4[[i]], FUN='wetmean')
# Regridding
mup <- regrid(mup, is = esdWFDEI)
EOF(mup, n = 5)
})
# Annual frequency
eof.fS4 <- lapply(1:length(esdS4), function(i) {
mup <- annual(esdS4[[i]], FUN='wetfreq')
# Regridding
mup <- regrid(mup, is = esdWFDEI)
EOF(mup, n = 5)
})
We can obtain a summary of the computed EOFs by plotting the resulting object (Fig. 12):
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# Generates Fig. 12
plot(eof.mS4[[1]])
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Figure 12: EOF plot for annual mean precipitation (first S4 member).
Next, the train and test EOF data for downscaling are extracted using the subset method:
# Annual mean
eof.mS4.train <- subset.eof(eof.mS4, it = 1981:1995)
eof.mS4.test <- subset.eof(eof.mS4, it = 1996:2010)
# Annual frequency
eof.fS4.train <- subset.eof(eof.fS4, it = 1981:1995)
eof.fS4.test <- subset.eof(eof.fS4, it = 1996:2010)
The function DS is used for the training phase of the downscaling and predict.ds for the application
to the test data (newdata). Here we illustrate an example for the annual mean of the first S4 member:
ds.mWFDEI <- DS.eof(X = eof.mWFDEI.train, y = eof.mS4.train[[1]], swsm = NULL)
# Prediction
p.mWFDEI <- predict.ds(x = ds.mWFDEI, newdata = eof.mS4.test[[1]])
To go through all the members we repeat the downscaling in a loop. We also do the conversion of
the EOFs to field objects with function eof2field.
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# Annual mean
for (i in 1:length(eof.mS4.test)) {
dsx <- DS.eof(X = eof.mWFDEI.train, y = eof.mS4.train[[i]], swsm = NULL)
prx <- predict.ds(x = dsx, newdata = eof.mS4.test[[i]])
class(prx) <- c('eof','field','annual','zoo')
prx.field <- eof2field(as.eof(prx))
if (i == 1) mY <- array(NA,dim=c(dim(prx.field),length(eof.mS4.test)))
mY[,,i] <- coredata(prx.field)
}
# Annual frequency
for (i in 1:length(eof.fS4.test)) {
dsx <- DS.eof(X = eof.fWFDEI.train, y = eof.fS4.train[[i]], swsm = NULL)
prx <- predict.ds(x = dsx, newdata = eof.fS4.test[[i]])
class(prx) <- c('eof','field','annual','zoo')
prx.field <- eof2field(as.eof(prx))
if (i == 1) fY <- array(NA,dim=c(dim(prx.field),length(eof.fS4.test)))
fY[,,i] <- coredata(prx.field)
}
Once the downscaling is done, we can reconvert the output to the downscaleR data format by means
of the function esd2udg, which performs the opposite operation than udg2esd.
# Annual mean
ds.mu.tpS4.test <- esd2udg(mY)
# Annual frequency
ds.fw.tpS4.test <- esd2udg(fY)
Finally both downscaled mean and frequency are multiplicated to obtain the final precipitation.
ds.tpS4 <- ds.mu.tpS4.test
for (i in 1:15){
for (m in 1:15){
ds.tpS4$Data[i,m,,] <- ds.mu.tpS4.test$Data[i,m,,] * ds.fw.tpS4.test$Data[i,m,,]
}
}
Next, we apply function quickDiagnostics to get Fig. 13, showing the annual series and the annual
correlation between observations and the multimember mean of the downscaled data.
# Generates Fig. 13
quickDiagnostics(obs = tpWFDEI, sim = tpS4, downscaled = ds.tpS4, type = "interannual",
loc = tar.loc)
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Figure 13: Summary of the MOS downscaling results. (a) Time series of the interannual correlation (rho
= Spearman rank correlation coefficient) between raw simulation and MOS-downscaled simulation at a
selected point (location indicated in panel b). (b) Spatial pattern of the interannual correlation between
observed and downscaled S4 predictions.

5

Conclusions and Recommendations for Good Practises

Among the plethora of currently available statistical downscaling methods9 , in this report we have illustrated the application of two fundamentally different approaches: the perfect-prognosis approach (PP)
and the model output statistics approach (MOS), applied to a seasonal reforecast dataset (System4) in
two contrasting temporal scales. The PP approach has been applied to daily data using downscaleR,
while the MOS model has been applied using monthly aggregated data with esd. While the PP example
(analogs method) was focused on downscaling the target variable itself on a daily basis (daily precipitation amount), the MOS approach (EOF-based) was focused on downscaling the PDF parameters of
precipitation (monthly frequency and mean). Setting aside their inherent differences, both approaches
(PP and MOS) achieved promising results and reasonably consistent predictions, despite their respective
intrinsic limitations.
For instance, the PP approach is dependent on the ability of the reanalysis (from which the predictors
are taken) to reproduce the actual atmospheric patterns in a particular region, something that can
not be guaranteed in the intertropical zone (see e.g. Manzanas et al., 2015), implying that a previous
comparison of different reanalysis products prior to model construction should be a mandatory step. In
addition to the reanalysis uncertainty, the performance of the downscaling is largely dependent on the
potential predictability of the local-scale climate given the particular set of large-scale predictors used.
This is shown in Fig. 4, where reanalysis data is used both for model calibration and prediction (in
the calibration and testing periods respectively), evidencing that the applicability of this particular PP
downscaling model is constrained to the areas with high correlation. Again, this can be attributable
either to physical limitations of the predictors or to reanalysis defficiencies over the study region (Brands
et al., 2011). It must be also noted that a comprehensive predictor screening may result in a substantially
improved performance of the methods tested (see e.g. Gutiérrez et al., 2013). Although addressing these
sources of uncertainty is beyond the scope of this report, all of them can be efficiently accomplished
using the R packages here presented for data loading, preprocessing and downscaling. Even thought
these limitations exist, the PP approach was able to provide an added value to the raw seasonal forecast
predictions (shown in Fig. 8) in certain areas, as depicted in Fig. 10, while in other areas (where the
limitations of the reanalysis have been previsouly indicated), the downscaled predictions are outperformed
by the raw model. It is also noteworthy the significant effect of model input data preprocessing in the
model performance, for instance the monthly bias-corrected simulation data according to the predictors
climatology (Fig. 7), as it can be seen from the comparison of Figs. 10 (uncorrected) and 11 (corrected).
9

For a comprehensive review of techniques applied to s2d predictions see SPECS D5.2.1, http://www.
specs-fp7.eu/sites/default/files/u1/SPECS_D52.1.pdf
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In this sense, the user-friendly tools developed in R to undertake these steps in a straightforward way
have been illustrated. However, due to the shortage data available for model calibration, MOS techniques
rely on a proper cross-validation to avoid artificial skill (due, e.g. to use train and test data to obtain the
EOF or, most importantly, the CCA patterns).
In the same vein, the MOS approach also captured the main precipitation patterns reproduced by
the model, as shown by the comparison of Figs. 8 (raw model) and 13 (MOS downscaled), being able
to provide an added skill in some areas (e.g. the eastern coast of Brazil) where the reanalysis proved of
limited uselfulness in the PP approach as commented before (Fig. 4). The relative ease of use of MOSbased methods as compared to PP models (they build just on GCM data and observations, without
the need for the reanalysis for calibration in perfect conditions), makes of these techniques an attractive
alternative, even though the MOS approach is constrained by the ability of the GCM to resolve adequately
the variables used as predictors (see e.g. Widmann et al., 2003).
In conclusion, both downscaling approaches, illustrated through the use of the R packages esd and
downscaleR, are potentially useful and can be regarded as complementary approaches for statistical
downscaling of s2d forecasts, given their inherent advantages and limitations. Thus, the R packages
shown pave the way to the development of more comprehensive downscaling experiments to be carriedout in the framework of the SPECS Project in the forthcoming months, in order to better assess the
potentialities and limitations of statistical downscaling in s2d applications.
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Appendix: Session info
sessionInfo(package = c("ecomsUDG.Raccess", "downscaleR", "esd"))
##
##
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##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
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##

R version 3.2.2 (2015-08-14)
Platform: x86_64-pc-linux-gnu (64-bit)
Running under: Ubuntu 14.04.3 LTS
locale:
[1] LC_CTYPE=en_US.UTF-8
[2] LC_NUMERIC=C
[3] LC_TIME=es_ES.UTF-8
[4] LC_COLLATE=en_US.UTF-8
[5] LC_MONETARY=es_ES.UTF-8
[6] LC_MESSAGES=en_US.UTF-8
[7] LC_PAPER=es_ES.UTF-8
[8] LC_NAME=es_ES.UTF-8
[9] LC_ADDRESS=es_ES.UTF-8
[10] LC_TELEPHONE=es_ES.UTF-8
[11] LC_MEASUREMENT=es_ES.UTF-8
[12] LC_IDENTIFICATION=es_ES.UTF-8
attached base packages:
character(0)
other attached packages:
[1] ecomsUDG.Raccess_4.1-0 downscaleR_0.8-3
[3] esd_1.0
loaded via a namespace (and not attached):
[1] Rcpp_0.12.0
knitr_1.10.5
[3] magrittr_1.5
maps_2.3-10
[5] MASS_7.3-44
grDevices_3.2.2
[7] evd_2.3-0
munsell_0.4.2
[9] lattice_0.20-31
colorspace_1.2-6
[11] ncdf_1.6.8
downscaleR.java_1.0-0
[13] stringr_1.0.0
highr_0.5
[15] plyr_1.8.3
CircStats_0.2-4
[17] fields_8.2-1
tools_3.2.2
[19] utils_3.2.2
grid_3.2.2
[21] spam_1.0-1
dtw_1.17-1
[23] stats_3.2.2
datasets_3.2.2
[25] abind_1.4-3
digest_0.6.8
[27] base_3.2.2
rJava_0.9-7
[29] formatR_1.2
codetools_0.2-14
[31] graphics_3.2.2
bitops_1.0-6
[33] RCurl_1.95-4.7
evaluate_0.7
[35] proxy_0.4-15
stringi_0.4-1
[37] methods_3.2.2
scales_0.2.5
[39] boot_1.3-17
verification_1.42
[41] zoo_1.7-12
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Abstract
This document provides a worked example on how to download forecast and validation data
from the ECOMS-User Data Gateway and perform forecast validation using the tools integrated
in the R package easyVerification. All the steps are undertaken within the R environment.
Access to ECOMS-UDG is done via the R package ecomsUDG.Raccess, serving as a user-friendly
interface to the ECOMS-UDG by exploiting OpenDAP and other remote service protocols. It is
not the aim of this tutorial to provide a comprehensive description of the easyVerification or
the ecomsUDG.Raccess packages. More detailed information on the latter can be obtained at
the ECOMS-UDG wiki.
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1

Obtaining data from the ECOMS-UDG

1.1

Access authorization

As different terms of use and policies apply to the different datasets stored in the ECOMS User
Data Gateway, a fine-grained user authorization scheme has been implemented using the THREDDS
Administration Panel (TAP), which allows user registration and data access authorization for the
ECOMS partners (EUPORIAS, SPECS and NACLIM projects), for which this document is initially
conceived.
In all cases, dataset access is conditioned to the acceptance of the particular usage terms and
conditions. Further instructions on TAP registration are provided here.

1.2

Installing the ecomsUDG.Raccess package

Package ecomsUDG.Raccess is available in a public GitHub repository. The recommended installation procedure is to use the install_github command from the devtools R package. More details
on the package installation process, as well as some advice regarding the most common installation
problems can be found at the ECOMS-UDG wiki.
devtools::install_github(c("SantanderMetGroup/downscaleR.java",
"SantanderMetGroup/downscaleR",
"SantanderMetGroup/ecomsUDG.Raccess"))
Note that apart from the ecomsUDG.Raccess package, two more dependencies are installed.
downscaleR.java is internally used, containing the netCDF Java API used by the other packages,
but the user never calls explicitly to any of its functions. Furthermore, the package downscaleR
has some utilities internally used by the ecomsUDG.Raccess package, plus some other utilities that
we will explicitly use during the next examples (plotting, interpolation. . . ).

1.3

Accessing data

Once a valid username and a password are obtained from the TAP, providing authorization for
the required datasets, login can be performed from R using the loginECOMS_UDG function (see the
help(loginECOMS_UDG) for details in case of proxy connections).
library(ecomsUDG.Raccess)
##
##
##
##
##
##
##

Loading required package: downscaleR
Loading required package: rJava
Loading required package: downscaleR.java
NetCDF Java Library v4.6.0-SNAPSHOT (23 Apr 2015) loaded and ready
Loading required package: maps
downscaleR version 0.7-0 (15-May-2015) is loaded
ecomsUDG.Raccess version 4.0-0 (15 May 2015) is loaded

2

loginECOMS_UDG(username = "myUser", password = "999a")
Data download is straightforward using the loadECOMS function. Argument names are intuitive,
and the function has been conceived thinking in the needs of the downscaling and impact research
communities, being simple to obtain spatio-temporal slices for particular spatial domains, forecast
times, seasons and years.
Suppose we are interested obtaining data from the ECMWF’s System4 seasonal forecasting model of
15 members1 (dataset = "System4_seasonal_15"). In particular, in this example we will retrieve
maximum daily surface temperature (var = "tasmax") for boreal summer (JJA, season = 6:8),
for a rectangular domain centered on the Iberian Peninsula and France (lonLim = c(-10,15) and
latLim = c(35,50)), for the period 1981-2000 (years = 1981:2000), and considering the first
9 ensemble members (members = 1:9) and a lead-month 2 forecast2 (leadMonth = 2). We will
illustrate the verification of these data against the observational gridded datasets WATCH Forcing
Dataset-ERA-Interim (WFDEI, dataset = "WFDEI"), also available via the ECOMS-UDG.
tx.forecast <- loadECOMS(dataset = "System4_seasonal_15",
var = "tasmax",
members = 1:9,
lonLim = c(-10 ,15),
latLim = c(35, 50),
season = 6:8,
years = 1991:2000,
leadMonth = 2)
##
##
##
##
##

[2015-01-19
[2015-01-19
[2015-01-19
[2015-01-19
[2015-01-19

14:54:01]
14:54:01]
14:54:01]
14:54:05]
14:55:09]

Defining homogeneization parameters for variable "tasmax"
Defining geo-location parameters
Defining initialization time parameters
Retrieving data subset ...
Done

The data loaded can be quickly inspected using the plotMeanField tool3 . We can plot a map of
the temporal mean (mean maximum temperature summer 1991-2000) either as a multi-member
mean (argument multimember = FALSE), or considering each member sepparately (multimember
= TRUE), as in this example:
plotMeanField(tx.forecast, multi.member = TRUE)
1

More specific worked examples for different cases are presented in the examples section of the ECOMS wiki.
See this link details on the configuration of this particular dataset.
3
Loading times may differ significantly depending on various factors. More details here
2
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Similarly, we next load the reference observation data from the gridded dataset WFDEI. Note that
in this case, the argument referring to the forecast time (leadMonth), is omitted, as the data loaded
is not a forecast.
tx.obs <- loadECOMS(dataset = "WFDEI",
var = "tasmax",
lonLim = c(-10 ,15),
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Figure 1: Summer (JJA) mean daily maximum temperature from the WFDEI data set for 1991-2000
latLim = c(35, 50),
season = 6:8,
years = 1991:2000)
##
##
##
##
##

[2015-01-19
[2015-01-19
[2015-01-19
[2015-01-19
[2015-01-19

14:59:03]
14:59:03]
14:59:03]
14:59:04]
14:59:05]

Defining homogeneization parameters for variable "tasmax"
Defining geo-location parameters
Defining time selection parameters
Retrieving data subset ...
Done

This is the map (temporal mean) of the observed reference data we want to use for validation:
plotMeanField(tx.obs)

2
2.1

Forecast validation
Installing the easyVerification package

Similar to installing the ecomsUDG.Raccess, you can install the easyVerification package providing verification scores and the functionality to compute these scores on large datasets. To install
5

easyVerification please install the SpecsVerification package from CRAN first to make use of
the validation metrics supplied with SpecsVerification.
install.packages("SpecsVerification")
devtools::install_github("MeteoSwiss/easyVerification", build_vignettes=TRUE)
To find out more on the functionality in the easyVerification package, please read the help to
the functions, the vignette with vignette("easyVerification") or the README on GitHub.

2.2

Mean bias

After installing and loading the easyVerification package, we compute a few forecast scores and
skill scores to illustrate how easyVerification can be used with seasonal forecast data downloaded
from the ECOMS-UDG. To be able to validate the forecasts, we first have to interpolate either the
forecasts or the observations to have the data on a common grid. We interpolate the observations
to the grid of the forecasts using bilinear interpolation.
tx.obsintp <- interpGridData(tx.obs,
new.grid=getGrid(tx.forecast),
method="bilinear")
## [2015-05-18 14:51:13] Performing bilinear interpolation... may take a while
## [2015-05-18 14:51:21] Done
Before we go on, we compute 3-monthly averages of the forecasts and observations for validation of
seasonal average daily maximum temperature.
annualmean <- function(x){
xout <- x
is.time <- which(attr(x$Data, dimensions ) == time )
isnot.time <- which(attr(x$Data, dimensions ) != time )
years <- getYearsAsINDEX(x)
xout$Data <- aperm(apply(x$Data, isnot.time, tapply, years, mean),
seq(along=dim(x$Data))[c(is.time, isnot.time)])
xout$Dates$start <- tapply(x$Dates$start, years, min)
xout$Dates$end <- tapply(x$Dates$end, years, max)
return(xout)
}
mn.tx.forecast <- annualmean(tx.forecast)
mn.tx.obsintp <- annualmean(tx.obsintp)
Now we’re ready to compute validation scores on the 3-monthly mean daily maximum temperature
forecasts. First we start by analysing the mean bias of the forecasts.
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Figure 2: Mean bias of the summer (JJA) forecasts from ECMWF System4 initialized in May
against the verifying observations from WFDEI for 1991-2000.
suppressPackageStartupMessages({
library(easyVerification)
library(fields)
})
bias <- veriApply("EnsMe",
fcst=mn.tx.forecast$Data,
obs=mn.tx.obsintp$Data,
ensdim=1, tdim=2)
bias.breaks <- pretty(c(bias, -bias), 50)
ncols <- length(bias.breaks) - 1
bias.col <- c(hcl(240, l=seq(20,99,length=ncols/2), c=seq(70,30, length=ncols/2)),
hcl(10, l=seq(99,20,length=ncols/2), c=seq(30,70,length=ncols/2)))
image.plot(mn.tx.obsintp$xyCoords$x,
mn.tx.obsintp$xyCoords$y,
t(bias),
breaks=bias.breaks, col=bias.col,
xlab= longitude , ylab= latitude , las=1)
map(add=T, lwd=2, col= darkgrey )

2.3

Correlation

Next, we compute the correlation between the ensemble mean and verifying observations.
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Figure 3: Corelation of the summer (JJA) ensemble mean forecast from ECMWF System4 initialized
in May against the verifying observations from WFDEI for 1991-2000.
corr <- veriApply("EnsCorr",
fcst=mn.tx.forecast$Data,
obs=mn.tx.obsintp$Data,
ensdim=1, tdim=2)
corr.breaks <- seq(-1,1,0.05)
ncols <- length(corr.breaks) - 1
corr.col <- c(hcl(240, l=seq(20,99,length=ncols/2), c=seq(70,30, length=ncols/2)),
hcl(10, l=seq(99,20,length=ncols/2), c=seq(30,70,length=ncols/2)))
image.plot(mn.tx.obsintp$xyCoords$x,
mn.tx.obsintp$xyCoords$y,
t(corr),
breaks=corr.breaks, col=corr.col,
xlab= longitude , ylab= latitude , las=1)
map(add=T, lwd=2, col= darkgrey )
box()
We find that the ensemble mean summer forecasts for 1991-2000 correlate well with the veryfing
observations over most of the western Mediterranean, but forecasts do not skillfully represent
year-to-year variability over Switzerland, Austria and southern Germany.

2.4

Generalized discrimination score

We continue with a probabilistic forecast verification metric that is a measure of how well the
forecasts are able to discriminate between varying observations. This generalized discrimination
8
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Figure 4: The generalized discrimination score for summer (JJA) ECMWF System4 forecasts
initialized in May against the verifying observations from WFDEI for 1991-2000.
score (also referred to as the two alternatives forced choice score) has been introduced by Mason and
Weigel (2009). In easyVerification the generalized discrimination score for continuous ensemble
forecasts is included as described in Weigel and Mason (2011).
gds <- veriApply("Ens2AFC",
fcst=mn.tx.forecast$Data,
obs=mn.tx.obsintp$Data,
ensdim=1, tdim=2)
This score ranges from 0 to 1, where 1 denotes perfect resolution, and 0.5 is no resolution.
image.plot(mn.tx.obsintp$xyCoords$x,
mn.tx.obsintp$xyCoords$y,
t(gds),
breaks=corr.breaks/2+0.5, col=corr.col,
xlab= longitude , ylab= latitude , las=1)
map(add=T, lwd=2, col= darkgrey )
box()
Again, we find that the System4 forecasts for summer maximum temperature are more skillful in
the south-western part of the domain and one is better of using climatological forecasts rather than
the System4 forecasts in the north-eastern part of the domain.

2.5

Ranked probability score

The final skill score we analyse is the ranked probability skill score (RPSS). Here we use the ranked
probability skill score for tercile forecasts, that is probability forecasts for the three categories colder
9
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Figure 5: The RPSS for summer (JJA) ECMWF System4 forecasts initialized in May against the
verifying observations from WFDEI for 1991-2000. Stippling indicates locations where the RPSS is
significantly larger than zero at the 5 percent level.
than average, average, and warmer than average. In order to convert observations and forecast in
probabilities for the three categories, we have to add an additional argument prob to the veriApply
function with the quantile boundaries for the categories as shown below.
rpss <- veriApply("EnsRpss",
fcst=mn.tx.forecast$Data,
obs=mn.tx.obsintp$Data,
prob=c(1/3,2/3),
ensdim=1, tdim=2)
Please note that along with the RPSS, the function EnsRpss (and thus veriApply as well) also
returns the standard error of the RPSS. This allows us to mark where the forecasts have significant
skill.
image.plot(mn.tx.obsintp$xyCoords$x,
mn.tx.obsintp$xyCoords$y,
t(rpss$rpss),
breaks=corr.breaks, col=corr.col,
xlab= longitude , ylab= latitude , las=1)
map(add=T, lwd=2, col= darkgrey )
sig.i <- rpss$rpss > rpss$rpss.sigma*qnorm(0.95)
lons <- rep(mn.tx.obsintp$xyCoords$x, each=length(mn.tx.obsintp$xyCoords$y))
lats <- rep(mn.tx.obsintp$xyCoords$y, length(mn.tx.obsintp$xyCoords$x))
points(lons[sig.i], lats[sig.i], pch=16, cex=0.5)
box()
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3

Summary

This vignette illustrates how to download seasonal forecast data from the ECOMS User Data Gateway
using the ecomsUDG.Raccess R package and how to validate such forecasts using verification scores
from the easyVerification R package. More information on both packages can be found in the
respective GitHub repositories (ecomsUDG.Raccess and easyVerification) and on the ECOMS
UDG wiki.
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